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“ If you’d told me five years ago that kettle-soured fruited Gose would be a beer 
trend, I’d have never believed you,” chuckled long time craft beer observer, author 

 and SF Beer Week co-founder Jay Brooks on a warm afternoon. 
Relaxing at Iron Springs Brewing Co., one of the Bay Area’s venerable brewpubs, Brooks was drinking a 
Kölsch, an entirely different—but increasingly trendy—style, reflecting the delicate traditional flavors of the 
brews of Cologne, Germany. Suddenly, many more of the world’s brewers and beer drinkers have been caught 
up in the thrill of beer flavor discovery, a passion reignited in San Francisco during the adventurous 1960s.

Why do the San Francisco Brewers Guild and the region’s breweries plan all year for a week of craft beer 
celebration? Each successive SF Beer Week has answered that question in hundreds of satisfying ways. 
But as Brooks points out, heading into 2017, the craft beer landscape has shifted in ways both weird and 
wonderful—and come February, this brave new week of ever-increasing innovation and creativity will be 
on full display like no other SF Beer Week before it.

The SF Beer Week Opening Gala, the top-tier regional invitational festival that kicks off the festivities on 
February 10, will spotlight flavor-driven brewing innovations glass by glass. Revelations and discoveries 
will continue through hundreds of thirst-quenching events throughout the greater San Francisco Bay Area, 
wrapping up on February 19. 

Over 100 breweries now operate in one of the world’s most creative regions. The San Francisco Bay Area 
continues to be a hotbed of beer innovation, where trends and techniques are created, rediscovered and 
riffed on. From flipping beer styles on their heads to adapting experimental beer-making techniques, 
from wielding increasing influence on celebrity chefs’ dishes and beverage menus to creating specialized 
businesses such as fermentation-only facilities and California’s first artisan malting company in over 35 
years, innovation continues apace in the City by the Bay and its surrounding areas. 

This February, let the region’s leading craft beer sherpa, SF Beer Week, guide 
you through ten days of craft beer discovery. 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
OVERVIEW - A CELEBRATION OF INNOVATION

(l to r) Revelry at the SF Beer Week Opening Gala; Special guset San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee 
conducts the welcoming toast at the 2014 SF Beer Week Opening Gala.
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THE BAY AREA AS A BEER STYLE INNOVATION CENTER

San Francisco is where it all began: America’s first craft brewing region. Craft 
beer sprang from the Bay Area’s spirit of innovation, which still drives brewing 
excellence and eclecticism today.  
The craft beer renaissance started with Anchor Steam and Fritz Maytag’s decision to save Anchor 
Brewing Co. in San Francisco in 1965. Ten years later, Anchor’s famous Liberty Ale, a British-inspired dry-
hopped pale, would lay the groundwork for the modern American IPA movement by using little-known 
American hops. Sierra Nevada Brewing Co., out of Chico, Calif., would put hop flavor and aroma front 
and center with its use of Cascade, the same hop varietal, for its eponymous Pale Ale. By the 1990s, a few 
bold microbreweries were making stronger, hoppier versions—distinctly American IPAs.

Those hoppy beginnings led to Russian River 
Brewing Co.’s acclaimed double and triple IPAs, 
Pliny the Elder and Pliny the Younger respectively, 
providing brewing inspiration around the globe.

Today, the continuing explosion of substyles, 
combined with the rediscovery of styles thought 
long lost, make SF Beer Week an epicenter for 
beer exploration. 

Brewers are sure to deliver diverse IPAs—the hazy, 
the clear, the single-hopped, dry-hopped, dank, 
citrusy and more. There will be sours, delicate or 
bracing; gruits shunning hops for herbs; traditionally brewed beers showcasing clean, classic ale and lager 
styles; malt-forward and “imperial-ized” approaches delivering rich, viscous beers tasting more dessert than 
drink; and the appearance of diverse specialty ingredients, bound to add intriguing, sometimes unexpected 
flavors. The diversity of beers presented by local and regional brewes will be something to behold. 

[ See SFBW Snapshot: The Bay Area and Beer Style Innovation ]

BEER AND FOOD PAIRING CREATIVITY

Beer-and-food experiences in the Bay Area are 
as much about the moment as the meal. San 
Franciscans—and visitors to this region of culinary 
distinction—consistently seek out the most talked 
about restaurant openings and celebrated food 
havens in search of exceptional cuisine and singular 
bar programs. International influences and farm-
to-table inclinations have inspired talented local 
chefs to expand the concept of Cuisine à la Bière. 
Many top restaurants in the region, from The 
French Laundry to State Bird Provisions, devote 
welcome attention to their beer lists and pairings. 
Gastropubs and beer-centric eateries— such as The 
Monk’s Cellar, Smokestack at Magnolia and Hog’s 
Apothecary—bring kitchen cred to casual and bar 
top dining as well.Intimate tasting at Black Sands Brewery
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During Beer Week, dozens of beer dinners take it to another level. Diners return to their favorite events 
annually, seeking sublime satisfaction in pursuit of the perfect pairing, as brewer and chef guide them 
through a thoughtful, vibrant meal. On these occasions, a succession of courses showcase beer’s 
propensity to complement and elevate no matter the fare, from light to hearty, from spicy to sweet, 
from the most delicate seafood to the richest cassoulet.  

All around the greater Bay Area, breweries and beer-forward restaurants will embrace the possibilities 
to show their matchmaking artistry. Educational beer pairing sessions won’t hide their hedonistic flair, 
drawing happy crowds. Easygoing food events—think artisan cheeses or select chocolates paired with 
elegant beers—will abound, too. Over the years, local food makers have jumped into the fun, designing 
goodies including craft beer donuts and artisanal ice creams with creative brewery partners such as 
Almanac Beer Co.  

[ See SFBW Snapshot: Follow That Food ] 

BREWING TECHNIQUES GO VIRAL

The current wave of experimental beers and 
emerging substyles—like that salt- and fruit-
infused Gose Brooks mentioned—can be traced 
to both audacity in the brewhouse and a highly 
collaborative, curious and supportive industry. 

The craft brewing community never stops 
questioning how each individual beer ingredient 
and process interacts with the whole. Even 
the slightest adjustment of any one variable 
may impart change. And there are so many 
variables—temperature, equipment, ingredients, 
ingredient handling—that in each step of 
the brewing process, brewers are finding 
opportunities for thoughtful evolution.

And revolutionary techniques are not just about 
the drinking experience. Brewers such as Bear 
Republic Brewing Co. have adopted and driven 
technology and sustainable practices for water 
use in the industry at large. SF Beer Week brings 
brewers from around the world together to learn 
from one another and keep the innovations rolling.

[ See SFBW Snapshot: Brewing Techniques - Innovation in the Brewhouse ]

BUSINESS AGILITY MEANS A NEW NEIGHBORHOOD HANGOUT

The rise of hyper-local breweries entirely focused on serving their communities has created new 
neighborhood hangouts across the Bay Area. Dozens of breweries—Barrel Head Brewhouse, 
Harmonic Brewing Co., Black Hammer Brewing Co., Barebottle Brewing Co., Ferment.Drink.Repeat, 
Seven Stills Brewery & Distillery, the aptly named Local Brewing Co. and many more—are shunning 
traditional distribution and retail channels in favor of selling fresh-brewed beer on site and hand-
delivering kegs to a few trusted bars. If their full taprooms and expanded hours are any indication, the 
communities they serve are loving it. 

A love of hops has led to a love of haze.
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Concurrently, some brewers are moving away from year-round brands, instead embracing continual 
rotation and experimentation in their taprooms. 

Often a random visit to a local brewery can provide a once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to try a one-time-only specialty brew.  
Still other brewers faithfully approach a classic recipe time and time again, iterating towards perfection, 
consistently delivering a memorable experience for fans and first-timers alike.

All this in-person engagement is only 
half the story—small local breweries 
deftly deepen relationships with 
their customers via social media and 
specialized Internet applications. Beer 
entrepreneurs embraced the ’net early 
on, creating new media companies 
such as RateBeer, in Santa Rosa, and 
The Brewing Network, in Concord, to 
facilitate the exchange of ideas between 
Bay brewers and the international craft 
beer community. Hopsy, in Albany, Calif., 
supplies patrons with draft beer from 
local breweries via growlers—delivered 
to their doors—ordered via an app, of 
course. SF Beer Week itself, showcasing 
hundreds of events filterable by venue, 
geography or interest (beer and food, 
festivals, etc.), puts the craft beer 
universe—as captured during its 10-day 
stretch—right into one’s pocket.

[ See SFBW Snapshot: Taprooms - Welcome to the Neighborhood ]

BEER PACKAGING AND DESIGN ON THE MOVE

Innovative design and graphics flourish in the Bay Area—all the better 
to complement beer’s evolution. With the growing popularity of the 
Crowler, a one-way, large-format aluminum can filled on demand at 
taproom counters, gorgeous label art has found a new canvas. Refillable 
growlers, too, have evolved from traditional glass to insulated high tech 
vessels, all emblazoned with iconic graphics. 

Bay Area brewery art goes beyond expressing local brewers’ identities. 
For beer appreciators, the tribe is craft beer, expressed through visual 
design. Brewery and festival shirts have taken over the cultural function 
of band t-shirts, touting the wearer’s tastes, loyalties and badge-worthy 
experiences.. Each year, SF Beer Week sports playful—and much 
anticipated—visual themes tying beer enjoyment to Bay Area culture and 
back to the art of brewing.  

There’s no doubt about it—the can is back! Bay Area operations such as 
21st Amendment Brewery adopted craft beer canning early, promoting 

Local artist Nick Fulmer 
provides logos and 
label art for breweries 
like Claudi Pamparana’s 
Faction Brewing Co.. 
(pictured)

Hopsy delivers branded growlers to your door.
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the format as better for beer, the environment and personal portability. Smaller Bay Area breweries 
have taken to the Northern California-conceived convenience of a mobile canning line offered by San 
Francisco’s The Can Van, providing perfect small batch tests for brews and brewery logos along with a 
welcome mode for specialty releases.

[ See SFBW Snapshot: The Whole Package ]

COOPERATION & COLLABORATION 

The San Francisco brewing community innovates together, cooking up collaboration beers with 
colleagues near and far, for the camaraderie, the creative challenge, or just to mix things up. Much of 
the modern brewing community shares these traits, passed along by early craft brewers. In the face of 
growing competition, brewers continue to cooperate and brew together.

For example, as tradition dictates, the 
thirty-plus members of the San Francisco 
Brewers Guild will be collaborating on 
a special beer recipe in the run-up to 
SF Beer Week 2017, featuring culinary 
ingredients from local and artisan food 
vendors donated by Whole Foods 
Market. This one-time-only original beer, 
will be tapped at the SF Beer Week 
Opening Gala on February 10, and 
available at beloved craft beer bars and 
retail outlets throughout SF Beer Week.

Last year, two collaboration beers from 
Guild members featured sea salt and 
yuzu peel in one brew and coffee plus 
chicory in another. The nature of these creations and the sagas of the brewing jam sessions differ 
every year, but the friendships formed around the process are enduring, and the resulting beers often 
surprising and always enjoyable.

The Guild’s collaboration 
brew will no doubt be one 
among many intriguing 
collaborative creations 
poured during SF Beer 
Week. Stay tuned to learn 
what local brewers will 
dream up for 2017. Maybe 
they’ll even come up with 
the seed of an enduring 
new style. If craft beer 
history in the Bay Area has 
taught us anything, we are 
sure to be beguiled.

[ See SFBW Snapshot: 
Collaboration + 
Cooperation = Creativity ]

Brewers from the SF Brewers Guild, a collegial bunch.

###
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 STYLE INNOVATION 

San Francisco is America’s first craft brewing region. Craft beer—along with its runaway 
international hit, American IPA—was born of the Bay Area’s spirit of innovation. 

Access to the unique century-old amber Steam beer, 
itself spawned by California ingenuity, motivated 
Fritz Maytag’s impromptu purchase of SF’s Anchor 
Brewing Co. in 1965. Ten years later, his breakaway 
Anchor Liberty Ale—the crisp, dry-hopped ale 
that foreshadowed the modern American IPA—
created a flavor benchmark for the growing ranks of 
underground homebrewers, when the hobby was still 
illegal. Liberty Ale, inspired by a British IPA but not 
labeled as such, departed from tradition by using a 
new American hop called Cascade. 

Next the short-lived New Albion Brewing Co. and, 
soon after, Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. would embrace that Cascade flavor and aroma, tinkering to create the 
iconic American Pale Ale style. By the early 1990s, a handful of microbreweries began formulating stronger 
versions of hoppy Pales—distinctly American IPAs. 

And then they took it higher. Vinnie Cilurzo relocated to the greater Bay Area in 1997, but not before reaching 
the next level of hoppiness with the world’s first Double IPA, brewed at his Blind Pig Brewing Co. in Temecula, 
Calif. An invitation from Vic Kralj of The Bistro in Hayward, Calif., motivated Cilurzo to refine the style he’d 
inaugurated. So he created Russian River Brewing Co.’s acclaimed Pliny the Elder for what was to be the 
world’s first Double IPA festival. Back in 2001, only a handful of breweries made a beer to enter. 

Four years later, Cilurzo premiered the prototypical Triple IPA, Pliny the Younger, at the same growing 
festival. With an elevated hop flavor intensity and alcohol content—yet without heavy malt sweetness 
or an intensely bitter finish—the beer was unique. Eventually word got out, attracting a vast annual beer 

pilgrimage starting in 2010. “Younger” was, and remains, one 
of most anticipated seasonal beer releases around the globe. 
Now dozens of local brewers execute versions of the difficult, 
ingredient-intensive Triple IPA style each February, often 
with stunning success. 

Northern California brewers are proud of their regional 
heritage but not insular. They not only forge new paths, but 
adopt new approaches and, like jazz impresarios, constantly 
riff and refine. 

The explosion of beer substyles on tap during SF Beer 
Week will attest to that exchange. The array of IPAs alone 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
MEDIA SNAPSHOT: BEER STYLES

THE BAY 
AREA AND

Clusters of Cascade hops in cold storage 
at Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. in Chico
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will span hazy and clear, single-hopped, dry-hopped, juicy, 
dank, citrusy, dry, tropical, salted, fruit-infused, tart and 
beyond—exploiting contemporary hops with modern methods 
that maximize previously masked flavors and aromas. At the 
other end of this spectrum will be the gruits, brewed with 
culinary or foraged herbs in place of hops, imparting entirely 
different flavor profiles. 

As with IPAs, evolving approaches to sour beer are taking this 
once-esoteric trend in all kinds of directions. Subtly tart, salty 
Goses—like their cousin, Berliner weisse—get acidity from a 
culture like the one that gives us sourdough bread. They can 
be made quickly or allowed to sour and condition over several 
months. Goses have burst into the limelight infused with 
untraditional fruits and spices. Barrel-aged Belgian-inspired wild and sour ales take longer—sometimes 
two or more years—to ferment and transform. Long-term mixed fermentations, marked by a series of 
microscopic organisms that take their turns transforming flavors, are much less predictable than the 
yeasts that give us traditional ales or lagers. 

Vinnie Cilurzo of Russian River Brewing Co. was 
a local pioneer on the sour side, too, sharing 
fermentation bacteria and advice with a generation 
of experimental brewers. The Bay Area now boasts 
several inventive sour-making operations, including 
The Rare Barrel Sour Beer Co. in Berkeley and 
Almanac Beer Co. which specialize in fermenting and 
finishing sours—purchasing customized, unfermented 
brews from nearby brewers to patiently usher 
through a longer barrel fermentation process.

These wood-aged beverages bring the funk, the oak, 
bright or gentle acidity, perhaps hints of balsamic, of 
leather, a rainbow of fruit—and an enduring mystery. 

And we haven’t even mentioned the impact of 
specialty ingredients on all kinds of beers—nor of 
artful aging in elite spirits barrels.

Beer purists need not fear: In February, this explosion 
of experimentation will dance alongside well-loved 
favorites and insightful fresh takes on classic European 
styles, as the region’s craft beer community delivers the 
full spectrum of beer flavors and styles. (Proof provided 
by 2015 and 2016 Great American Beer Fest winners 
21st Amendment Brewery, Headlands Brewing 
Co., Social Kitchen & Brewery, Fort Point Beer Co., 
Barebottle Brewing Co., Almanac Beer Co., Marin 
Brewing Co., The Rare Barrel, Fieldwork Brewing Co., 
Drakes Brewing Co., and others around the region.)

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
SNAPSHOT: BEER STYLES

Cellarmaker Brewing Co.’s 
popular Dobis Plus cloudy IPA

A walk among the barrels at The Rare Barrel 
Sour Beer Co. in Berkeley.
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KEEPING AN EYE ON STYLE 

How are beers evolving? Here are some tips for field research to quench your curiosity:

Ask an expert at the Opening Gala on February 10th.  
Most breweries send experienced staff to pour at the main event, so why not ask while they pour. 
What is this beer and how does it compare with others of that style? Conversation enhances festivals!  

Follow the evolution of the Double and Triple IPA at The Bistro’s famous fest. 
Hayward, Calif. is just a hop, skip and a BART ride away from most of the area. This festival includes a 
blind-judged competition, so you can compare your favorites with the consensus of trained tasters.

Sip rustic and think sour.
The original Sour Sunday 
event at Berkeley’s Triple 
Rock Brewing Co. has 
spawned dozens of sour 
beer events around the 
region, pouring the puckery 
rainbow from the Belgian 
classics to experimental 
American wild ales.  For a 
deeper dive into sour watch 
for local practitioners such 
as Almanac Beer Co. and 
The Rare Barrel—and for 
rustic farmhouse or saison 
exploration think Sante 
Adairius Rustic Ales and 
Henhouse Brewing Co.

Check out the traditionalists on their own turf.
Look for events with classic style specialists -- such as San Francisco’s Magnolia Brewing Co. with 
its acclaimed English-style bitters, dark milds and porters, Berkeley’s Trumer Brauerie, with its 
Austrian interpretation of old world pilsner, and Anchor Brewing Co., with its famous subtle amber 
Steam Beer that defines the gold rush innovation of the California Common style.  

Embrace the dark side.
Look for events themed around the toasty side of beer, from brown ales and dark lagers to imperial 
stouts, sometimes aged in spirits barrels, or skillfully seasoned with custom-roast coffees or single-
source cacao nibs. 

Raise a glass to beer style education!
SF Beer Week educational events often explore tasting by style. Guided sensory explorations hone 
your knowledge and enjoyment of beer style—sharpening your appreciation of new variations and 
tangents as well.  Hands-on learning begins at sfbeerweek.org.

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
SNAPSHOT: BEER STYLES

###

Almanac Brewing Co. specializes in barrel fermented sours.
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FOLLOW THAT FOOD BEER + FOOD PAIRING 
CREATIVITY

 
The SF Bay Area has shaken the world’s culinary assumptions ever since Chef Alice Waters famously led the 
charge for local, seasonal cuisine at Chez Panisse in Berkeley starting in 1971. To this day the region is known 
for a broad range of dining excellence, from beloved neighborhood taquerias to Michelin-starred restaurants. 

The best strategy for notable food experiences during beer 
week—poised between simple comforts and upscale dazzle—
is to watch the SF Beer Week site for destination beer dinners 
and food-centric events—some of which require reservations 
or advance tickets with many quick to sell out—then fill in 
additional beer week meals by dropping in on places where 
good food meets good beer all year round. 

ThirstyBear Organic Brewery throws annual tasting events 
and ticketed beer dinners, including a feast built around 
beers accompanied by dishes infused with matching hops, 
dusted with sweet, organic malted grains and otherwise 
tied profoundly to the origins of those very beers. Another 
ThirstyBear session—a nod to SF’s strong local chocolate-
making tradition and Valentines Day’s presence smack in 
the middle of the SF Beer Week schedule—features a beer-
themed chocolatier class helmed by brewing and cocoa 
legend “Wicked Pete” Slosberg.

Beerunch, a creation of Woods Beer Co., is one of many brunch options that extend flavor matchmaking 
artistry with elegant beers into the daylight hours. Playful pairings marry malty flavors with crispy waffles or 
reference the beer flavor notes that breakfast foods love, from citrus to coffee. 

Cheese and beer events are a fixture. Whether hosted by a brewery, restaurant or cheese monger, the casual 
format creates a party as taste buds go on an intellectual expedition. What happens when British cheese styles 
meet German beer traditions? Do blue cheeses always flatter an IPA? Or more appropriately, how does that type 
of IPA play with a salty Stilton versus a creamy Point Reyes Blue? 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
MEDIA SNAPSHOT: BEER + FOOD

Panda Bear, a golden ale with Tcho cocoa 
nibs & vanilla beans, paired with Garrotxa 
goat cheese at ThirstyBear Organic Brewery.

Pairings from Woods Beer Co. Beerunch. Food Photography by Tchell DePaepe
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Keep an eye open for events pairing with less obvious foods. Past years have seen the region’s wealth 
of Asian cuisines—such as Fort Point Beer Co.’s Dim Sum Brunch—carefully matched to beers.

Drop in on the following places where good food meets good beer all year round—strategically outside 
of the hours of their SF Beer Week events. (Check reservation availability.)  

Quality beer and seafood are both enjoyed very fresh at Anchor and Hope, a compelling fine 
dining restaurant in SF with a well-curated draft and bottle list, including cask beer. Another 
favorite seafood and craft beer destination in the City is Bar Crudo. 

Sessions, a spacious craft-beer centric restaurant in the Presidio, keeps a focus on interesting 
beers with lower alcohol so you can enjoy more than one with their inventive dishes. Bonuses: 
Nearby find the statue of Yoda and views of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Hog’s Apothecary in Oakland offers meaty fare and a thoughtful, extensive tap list. In contrast, 
Millennium, relocated from SF to Oakland, offers select craft beer options with their acclaimed 
vegetarian dishes.

The Monk’s Kettle is an intimate bar restaurant that throws sought-after dinners and crowded 
tasting events, but you will find exciting beers and pleasing dishes available outside the scheduled 
offerings. Bonus: The kitchen is usually open until 1 am.

Belga offers critically acclaimed Belgian-inspired comfort foods and select beers from near and far, 
joining La Trappe and Bel in the local culinary quest for neighborhood places that recreate some of 
the food and beer epiphanies of a Belgian beer vacation. When’s the next time you’ll be in Belgium?

Local breweries with their own 
restaurants are another source 
of mealtime satisfaction. SF’s 
Old Bus Tavern and Black Sands 
Brewery serve up creative 
dishes and house-brewed 
beers in the Mission and Haight 
districts, respectively. Magnolia’s 
Gastropub also on Haight and 
Smokestack BBQ in Dogpatch 
provide hearty fare with many 
brews to choose from. 

With the Bay Area’s twin taste 
revolutions more intertwined than 
ever, SF Beer Week provides the 
perfect annual check-in on February 
10-19 as beer-inspired and beer-
infused cuisine come to the fore. 

Kalifornia Kölsch paired with a Ploughman’s Lunch at the 
Magnolia Gastropub on Haight.

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
SNAPSHOT: BEER + FOOD

###
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INNOVATION IN THE  
BREWHOUSE

 
Beers are evolving, propelled by creative brewers who envision new 
possibilities hidden in yesterday’s beers or from today’s changing raw 
ingredients, and who are devising techniques to showcase them effectively. 

For example, contemporary IPAs have increasingly relied on dry hopping, a 
technique where additional non-boiled aroma hops are infused into cold beer 
that’s nearly finished. To accomplish this seemingly simple task on a large 
scale, growing breweries with huge tanks of fermenting beer had to turn to 
engineering. Enter Sierra Nevada Brewing Co.’s patented “Torpedo,” which 
circulates beer through whole hops in external vessels, imparting fresh, pungent 
aromas before returning it to the fermentor. Today, many breweries use similar 
aroma techniques, resulting in an entirely different IPA from just seven years ago. 
 
Meanwhile, heightening hop flavors has been getting attention, too. In recent 
years, brewers have been circulating clever techniques to boost the taste of hops 
by adding them just after the end of the boil and into the initial cooling process. 
A whirlpool is a modern tool originally created to remove hops and solids after the boil. Over the years, brewers 
have been adding more and more hops directly into the whirlpool itself to coax even more citrusy, tropical and 
piney hop oils out without accompanying bitterness or vegetative character. This year’s most flavorful IPAs, 
further bucking tradition with their unfiltered hazy look, show off mastery of these steeping strategies. In the 
Bay Area, Cellarmaker Brewing Co. and Fieldwork Brewing Co. in particular are well known for employing 

these techniques, showing off the full hop flavor spectrum by 
producing seemingly endless IPA variations. 

Innovation with the ingredients themselves has gone 
hand-in-hand with innovations in ingredient handling. 
Hop growers continue to perfect new hybrid varietals with 
astonishing flavors and aromas for innovative brewers to 
exploit. Fine essential hop oils are distilled for brewers who 
want to work with them, a famous example being Sierra 
Nevada’s Hop Hunter release just a couple of years ago. 

Darker roasted grains are now available de-husked—
without their traditional astringency—when desired. New 
craft maltsters, including soon-to-be-launched Admiral 
Malting, the first maltster in California in over 30 years, are 
reaching back for rustic interpretations of the whole grain 
at the heart of beer. Beer yeast labs—from well-established 
White Labs out of San Diego to Bay Area startup 
GigaYeast—are cultivating varieties that enhance hop 
flavors and learning from the unorthodox way the brewers 
are working with legacy yeast strains. 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
MEDIA SNAPSHOT: BREWING TECHNIQUES

EXHIBIT A: AROMA
Sierra Nevada’s torpedo, 
designed for dry hopping, 
holds 150 gal. of beer and 
up to 80 lbs. of whole hops. 
Beer is circulated through 
torpedoes slowly over four 
days, ensuring all desired  
hop oils are extracted.

EXHIBIT B: FLAVOR
Techniques used to make Fieldwork Brewing 
Co.’s Pulp leave hop haze behind, imparting 
so-called “juicy” flavors without the added 
bitterness. New wave New England-style 
IPAs like Pulp also use yeast strains evolved 
to excentuate that juicy flavor along with 
a trademark creamy mouthfeel—another 
example how various beer ingredients can  
be coaxed into exciting new directions.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL TASTER
Everybody’s waiting to see what SF Beer Week will showcase this year, as breweries, restaurants and 
bars come up with creative options to entice the beer cognoscenti to their featured events. Learning the 
language of beer can expand your understanding of how beers are made and entertain your senses.

HOP LINGO
When talent meets those intense little green cones, the results can be astonishing. While brewers describe 
their beer any way they please, learning to speak “hops” may help clue you in to beers you want to try. All 
of these terms are applied to contemporary India Pale Ales.

MALT TERMS
Some descriptions of malted grains in beer relate to the flavor of grain-based food, such as cracker, biscuit 
or toast. You may see beers described with specific barley ingredient names, something relatively new 
on the consumer front. Maris Otter is an example of a prized barley that sometimes is proclaimed, almost 
as a varietal grape would be, when used to lend a distinctive English quality to a beer. (This malt is the 
hallmark of many of Magnolia Brewing Co.’s beers, true to its English roots.)  Oats, malted wheat and rye, 
and other more exotic grains can come into play. If you enjoy rich malt flavors, beer styles such as Dunkles, 
Dubbels, Scotch Ales, Stock Ales, Stouts and English-style Barleywines give strong malt impressions. 

Tip: Seldom advertised, a family of malt known as crystal or caramel malts gives a distinct type of 
sweetness to many beers. If you like that flavor, talk with brewers to find out which beers use those grains. 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
SNAPSHOT: BREWING TECHNIQUES

Single hop:  Blending hop varieties or using different 
hops at different stages is typical, but single hop brews 
can help you understand what particular hop varieties 
bring to the game. Tip: Zero in further by trying a 
“SMaSH” beer—“single hop and single malt” brew where 
a single (and usually subtle) malt is used as a canvas to 
showcase a particular hop. Keep an eye out for Black 
Sands Brewery’s SMaSH fest during SF Beer Week.

Fruit or Fruited:  IPAs made by actually adding citrus 
and other fruits, usually matched with fruity hops. This 
relatively new trend in IPAs was kicked off by brewer 
Alex Tweet when he was with Ballast Point Brewing Co., 
(he is now at Fieldwork in Berkeley), when he developed 
a method for adding real grapefruit to a beer style 
sometimes described as smelling like grapefruit.

Fruity or Tropical: IPAs made by adding hops with 
“tropical,” “stone fruit” and citrus-like flavors. One of 
the hottest IPA trends right now and worth seeking 
out. Often the name of an IPA you see on tap will tip 
you off to the tropical hop character.  

Black, Brown or Red:  IPAs brewed with more colorful 
toasted grains for additional flavors behind the hops. 
The use of darker malts lend caramel or even roasty 
notes, adding a another dimension. 

White:  Not related to grain use, but to giving a 
Belgian wheat (or “wit”) ale an IPA-like hop treatment.

Hazy:   
Not quite clear,  
due to hop oils and particles in the beer that contribute 
additional flavor.

New England Style:  These unfiltered “juicy” IPAs 
feature fruity hops, fruity yeast in suspension, big 
aroma, softer bitterness.

West Coast Style:  Clear or only slightly hazy, aroma and 
flavors from citrus to pine, usually with a bitter finish.

English Style:  Clear, made with traditional English hop 
varieties used with more restraint, balanced bitterness.

Rye:  Rye is a grain with a spicy character. Rye IPAs 
match that quality with complementary hops.

Pale Ale:  Lower in alcohol. Many are shifting to 
incorporate the flavors and aroma of modern IPAs.

Session:  Much lower in alcohol but with the aroma 
kick of an IPA. Settle in for a drinking session.
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YEAST FLAVORS
Yeast flavors are most obvious and important in 
Saisons, Hefeweizens, Farmhouse ales and barrel-
aged mixed culture beers. Sour beers usually have 
been fermented with yeast along with some of 
the bacteria that give us yogurt, sausages and 
sourdough. One relatively new comeback player on 
the scene is Brett or Bretta, short for Brettanomyces. 
Once a favorable component (along with other 
yeasts and bacteria) in only a few esoteric beers, and 
a dreaded “wild” opportunist in most winemaking 
traditions, Brett is back. Brewers now sometime ferment with a single pure strain of Brett to get a range of 
flavors from pineapple-like to utterly inadequate but entertaining terms such as leathery, sweaty, barnyard 
or horse blanket. These beers are not all sour, not all funky and worth trying more than once. 

Event Tip: Look for Triple Voodoo Brewery and GigaYeast to team up again for a yeast profile event.

Tip: In general, while a modern American Gose or Berliner weisse may be fruited, hopped and spiced 
differently than its ancestral sour German brews, it will often be lower in alcohol and lighter in flavor 
than slowly barrel-aged sours that employ Belgium’s Flanders and Lambic fermentation tradition. 
American wild and sour beers can be anything they wish to be, but if you see “barrel-aged mixed 
fermentation,” you are probably moving to the more adventurous (and more expensive) side. 

MORE INGREDIENT INNOVATION 
Salt in a Gose, oysters in a Stout and foraged hebs in a Gruit may harken back centuries, but today’s 
brewers are ready to brew with just about anything. Obvious flavors deliver knowing smiles—nuts, coffee, 
honey, vanilla, spices, fruits (including deftly handled chilis). Flavor anarchists, though, can be found riffing 
with the unusual—mushrooms, cucumbers, beets, seaweed (let’s steer clear of bull testicles, shall we?)—or 
simply becoming mad scientists, tossing in candies, cereals, peanut butter and jelly, mashed up cookies, 
bacon... just about anything fermentable or flavor infusing is fair game. 

BARREL OF FUN 
Beyond ingredients and brewing process, beer may also be laid to rest in 
containers that impart characteristics all their own. As with wine, wood 
barrels lend unique flavors to a beer, but unlike wine, beer can be a carrier 
for even more diverse flavor variations by picking up notes from previously 
used barrels. The classic example is bourbon barrel-aged beer—beer aged 
in a barrel that previously housed bourbon. These brews pick up bourbon 
characteristics:  oak, vanilla, toffee, a toasty boozy heat. Stronger beers 
like Old Ales or Imperial Stouts often get this treatment, but so do sours 
and many other beer styles. 

Nowadays all different types of beer aging is going on—in used wine 
barrels, gin barrels, brandy barrels, and so on. You’ll also find oddities like 
SF’s Seven Still Brewery & Distillery, which distills a distinct beer into a 
whiskey it ages in barrels, then, after bottling the whisky, ages a batch of 
that same beer in the same whiskey barrel. Think about that.

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
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###

A barrel aging beauty 
lays in wait at Hermitage 
Brewing Co. in San Jose.
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 THE NEIGHBORHOOD
San Francisco launched craft beer not only by being a creative home to brewers, but by 
providing early outlets for their products in the form of specialty bars such as the scruffy and 
utterly legendary Toronado in SF, Beer Revolution in Oakland, and The Bistro in Hayward. 
Modern variations on the beer bar attract loyal fans to destinations scattered throughout  
the region, from SF’s beer-wonky Mikkeller Bar and the new, moody Old Devil Moon, to 
the peninsula’s Ale Arsenal, to The Hop Grenade, east of the Bay in Concord. 

These specialty craft beer bars will be pouring rare brews and holding special events throughout SF Beer 
Week (February 10-19, 2017), but joining them will be more local craft brewery taprooms than ever before.

If a brewpub restaurant or industrial production-only facility comes to mind when you think brewery, the 
current trend in brewing facilities may surprise you. Increasingly, breweries are emphasizing local as part of 
their business model, building out sophisticated public taprooms where they release and pour their freshest 
beer. The SF Bay Area is now home to dozens of these new taprooms, many open seven days a week. Serving 
beer directly to consumers, these taprooms are the new neighborhood hangout, where people socialize or 
enjoy a bite (via food trucks, order-in services or in-house menu options), often with children and pets in tow. 
 
For patrons, the draw of these beer destinations usually centers on a neighborhood feel combined with 
the pleasures of exceptionally fresh beers with standout aromas and bright flavors. Sometimes gleaming 
brewing equipment is in full view, bringing the romance of beer making front and center. 

For small breweries with a hyper-local focus, a taproom is a place for nearly endless brewer creativity. For 
larger facilities that also distribute packaged beer offsite, the taproom can serve as an R&D laboratory 
where brewing experiments get to beer appreciators for immediate honest feedback. And many of 
the region’s vibrant taprooms will sell a growler or Crowler to take away with you. [ See SF Beer Week 
Snapshot: Packaging ]

KNOW YOUR TAPROOM DESTINATIONS

With well over 100 breweries in the greater Bay Area, there 
are literally dozens and dozens of taprooms, all with distinct 
personalities that tend to reflect the personalities of the 
brewers, the brand, their fans, and/or the neighborhood they 
serve. Here are a few highlights:

Many breweries in the heart of SF are producing amazing 
beer while being fully focused on serving neighborhood 
first—in Haight, Sunset, SoMa, Dogpatch and more. That 
means they’re 100% focused on delivering their best 
beers and hosting great events for SF Beer Week. Check 
out Triple Voodoo Brewery, Local Brewing Co., Black 
Hammer Brewing Co., Laughing Monk Brewing Co. and 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
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WELCOME  
TO

A welcoming site at Triple Voodoo 
Brewery’s taproom
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many more. Visit sfbrewersguild.org to see current 
members based in the City.

The Rare Barrel, the award-winning Berkeley sour beer 
brewery, offers long shared tables in the barrel-aging 
facility where their dry, tart beers are born. If you are part 
of a party with mixed opinions on sour and funky beers, 
some of the group can enjoy these rarities while hopheads 
enjoy a fine guest beer. Casual TRB sipping sessions often 
lead to ad hoc discussions of their beers and life itself. 

To experience a taproom tucked into the middle of a large production brewery, head for San 
Leandro, where you can sip special brews and gaze upon a state of the art, large-scale canning line 
at 21st Amendment Brewing Co. 21A has a San Francisco location with a solid pub restaurant, but 
fans also love to trek to where most of the beer is made, and authentic Mexican food trucks linger. 

In Berkeley, Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. offers small pours of special brews from their original 
Chico location at their Torpedo Room. This example of a satellite taproom hours away from its 
brewing facility provides a connection to experimental brewing and one-offs that would otherwise 
not get previewed in the Bay Area. 

Woods Beer Co. offers two tiny breweries in SF 
and Oakland, and two taproom-only locations in 
SF and Treasure Island. The island site provides 
a “beach” venue complete with trucked-in sand. 
Woods Island Club features an indoor bar inside 
an old airplane hangar and an outdoor bar on 
a sandy beach with stunning views of the new 
eastern section of the Bay Bridge.

Another taproom with an exciting island location, 
Faction Brewing Co. in Alameda offers an 
astonishing vista of the SF skyline across the Bay, 
with an unused World War II era naval airstrip 
in the foreground. This brewery moved in to a 
decommissioned military base, building an indoor-outdoor taproom on the end of a huge aircraft hangar. 
When geographic discovery combines with beer exploration the visit becomes even more satisfying.

Roomy and dog-friendly, SF’s Barebottle Brewing Co. 
and Oakland’s Temescal Brewing Co. were both designed 
with visual satisfaction and off-street food truck parking in 
mind. Temescal provides an attractive beer garden, while 
Barebottle offers expansive tables for an indoor picnic 
experience, with plenty of space for liesure and games. 

Drake’s Dealership, in Oakland’s bustling Uptown, provides 
wood-fired pizza, small plates and more in an indoor-
outdoor setting, pouring fresh beers from their San Leandro 

San Francisco Beer Week 2017
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People getting cozy at Woods Cervecerîa.

Socializing at Black Hammer Brewing Co.

Beer spread at Barebottle Brewing Co. 
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brewery. The roomy restaurant 
was once the auto-shop for a 
Dodge dealer, now graced with 
fire-pit outdoor dining. With an 
emphasis balanced between food 
and beer, the Dealership is a new 
local favorite. 

New breweries and stalwarts put 
Silicon Valley on the craft beer 
map with relaxing, approachable 
taprooms, such as Hermitage 
Brewing Co., Santa Clara 
Brewing Co., Mission Creek 
Brewing Co. (with Whole Foods 
Market on The Alameda) and 
Strike Brewing Co. in San Jose, Faultline Brewing Co. in Sunnyvale, Golden State Brewery in 
Santa Clara, and more. 

South along the coast, it’s worth the road trip to check out the plethora of new and award-winning 
breweries on the way to, and within, Santa Cruz. A swing into any of these taprooms—Half 
Moon Bay Brewing Co., Hop Dogma Brewing Co., New Bohemia Brewing Co., the all-organic 
Santa Cruz Mountaing Brewing Co. and Discretion Brewing Co., to name a few—on the way to 
nationally known Sante Adairius Rustic Ales would be quite the craft beer excursion.

No SF Beer Week is complete without a trip to North Bay. There’s the pilgrimage to Russian River 
Brewing Co. and Bear Republic Brewing Co., for sure, but now also a host of younger breweries 
with buzzing taprooms to tempt: HenHouse Brewing Co., Cooperage Brewing Co., Fogbelt 
Brewing Co., Plow Brewing Co. and Woodfour Brewing Co., again, just to name a few.

Expect these craft brewery taprooms, along with the many exceptional specialty craft beer bars across 
the region, to be pouring special brews and holding special events throughout SF Beer Week. 

Dusk at Drake’s Dealership in Oakland
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THE WHOLE  PACKAGE IN A (BEER)  
NUT SHELL

 
Which is better for a fine craft beer, a bottle or a can?  The 
third choice is to prefer good beer served fresh out of a 
returnable stainless steel keg. When a beer is draft-only 
or a beer-appreciator is leaving a brewery after trying 
something delectable, some beer equivalent of a Chinese 
food take-out box is in high demand. 

First came the growler, a modern take on an old world 
practice of using refillable jugs. Glass versions keep beer 
fairly cool for a time, and can be cleaned and refilled again 
and again. Remembering to bring them, and carrying them 
without shattering, is another matter. And putting beer into 
glass bottles of any size can result in an unwanted surprise:  
beer exposed to light gets skunky. Literally! The same 
compound sprayed by those striped rascals of the forest 
is produced when light interacts with a hop compound 
in beer. Thankfully, dark amber colored bottles do a fairly 
good job of filtering out harmful light—but don’t leave that 
six-pack in the sunlight before chilling and drinking. 

Designers stepped in with sleek high-tech stainless steel growlers, solving the light-struck, temperature 
(thanks to double-wall insulation) and delicacy problems, though those beauties often come at princely costs. 
Like their glass cousins, they tend to hold a lot of beer—a potential problem when there’s not a party going on. 
Once a container is opened, carbonation is lost and air, which causes staling, gets in. The result is an unhealthy 
dilemma—drink all the beer at once, or settle for flat, stale beer the next day. Since some breweries will only 
fill their own branded growlers, many a beer fan bemoans having to store so many independently branded 
containers from the various breweries they visit.

Enter the Crowler, increasingly embraced by brewery 
taprooms selling take-home draft beer. These burley 
32-oz. cans provide to-go beer in small light-blocking, 
air-tight, recyclable containers that keep beer fresh 
and carbonated for weeks compared to glass and 
steel growlers. They have become increasingly 
popular locally and nationwide. Newer Bay Area 
breweries in particular—Fieldwork Brewing Co., 
Laughing Monk Brewing Co., Barebottle Beer Co., 
and more—are making the most of their appeal.**

And where did craft beer cans come from? Cans 
were first put forward for beer in the last century, 
and embraced by the major lager manufacturers, 
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Crowlers on ice at Local Brewing Co.
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giving the package a mainstream stigma in the early days of the 
craft revolution. Cans are lighter to ship, easier to stuff into the 
fridge, less fragile and highly portable—perfect for drinking poolside 
or taking on a hike. 

No surprise, then, that craft cans emerged in 2004 out of Colorado, 
a state equally know for its passion for the outdoors, or that the 
Crowler, too, was invented by Colorado’s Oscar Blues Brewery in 
2013. Today Bay Area beer bottle shops now offer so many of these 
colorful containers, one wonders if a name change isn’t called for.  

21st Amendment Brewery was among the first West Coast operations 
to embrace and promote aluminum packaging. Now their San Leandro 
brewing facility includes a state-of-the-art  canning line that can fill 
500 cans a minute in a spectacular display of packaging automation.  

It’s not just what’s on the inside of a can, growler or Crowler that’s fresh and delicious. The look and 
feel of a brewery’s packaging can be as crucial to making a 
consumer connection as the beer itself. Increasingly, labels are 
a canvas for the outpouring of gorgeous art. Beer graphics 
express the creativity and joy of Northern California’s brewing 
and craft beer drinking communities, whether adorning a 
bottle, a can or a brewery’s fan.
 
To appreciate the graphical expression of SF Bay Area beer 
culture, look for these eye-popping examples:

Accomplished graphic artist Damian Fagan, cofounder 
of Almanac Beer Co., has both created bottle art and 
worked with outside designers to produce a series of 
memorable labels over the years. 

Local Brewing Co. doesn’t routinely can or bottle, but 
the small brewery embraces the Crowler, jumping into the branding fun with bold, simple designs. 

Fort Point Beer Co.’s geometric cityscapes not only brand their canned product effectively at 
retailers, but adorn the wall at their SF Ferry Building tasting kiosk, providing a stunning beer can 
backdrop for visitor selfies.

Nick Fulmer’s hop cartoon artwork and hand-drawn fonts grace hoodies and coasters at both 
Cellarmaker Brewing Co.. and Faction Brewing Co. His slightly twisted hop monster has been 
hung at places like Social Kitchen and Brewery, and you may see his stickers on local fridges.   

Survey a wide range of can and bottle designs at City Beer Store, California’s first beer bottle shop 
and tasting room, in San Francisco. While there are no growler or Crowler fills at this retail gem**, 
the selection of local and select international packaged beers provides visual entertainment—and 
you can select any of the beers from the shelves to enjoy on the spot if so inclined. 
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21st Amendment Brewery’s 
rapid-fire canning line at their 
massive production brewery 
in San Leandro; their attractive 
cans have won design awards.

Black Sands Brewery swag

** Note: Californica only allows production breweries with a certain license type (ie. type 01 or 23) to sell to-go 
sales of draft beer (eg. growlers, Crowlers). Retail bars, restaurants and brewpubs (type 75) are not allowed.. 
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COLLABORATION +    COOPERATION  
= CREATIVITY

Collaborative beers are certain to be brewed for—and during—SF Beer Week, as brewers converge on 
the Bay Area and use the occasion to renew collegial ties. One of the most eagerly awaited releases is the 
annual San Francisco Brewers Guild Collaboration Beer, first tapped at the SF Beer Week Opening Gala 
(February 10), and then at events hosted across the region from February 11 through February 19. 

This special brew unites members of the Guild to craft something unique, and while the composition of 
the 2017 edition remains a mystery—at least until its unveiling at the Nov. 16 Meet the Brewers night at 
Black Hammer Brewing Co.—past brews have varied dramatically. 

One year, the brewers recreated “Green Death,” 
local slang for a malt liquor formerly manufactured 
in the City, with their craft adaption featuring 
improved ingredients, techniques and flavor. 

Last year, in an homage to the Super Bowl’s SF 
arrival, two Guild “teams” were formed and two 
collaboration beers produced. Ingredients, donated 
by Whole Foods Market, featured yuzu zest and 
sea salt for one brew; chicory and single-sourced 
coffee for the other. Finding this one-time-only brew 
at a grocer who pioneered draft taps in its stores 
seemed fitting, as did sampling them at craft beer 
outlets ranging from the eclectic Toronado, City 
Beer Store and Beer Revolution to the more formal 
Monk’s Kettle, Belga and Sessions at the Presidio. 
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Allegro Coffee Roasters’ single-source beans made a 
2016 coffee porter collaboration extra rich and roasty.

The San Francisco Brewers 

Guild’s collaboration beer  

for SF Beer Week 2017,  

New Frontier. 

LEARN MORE:

sfbeerweek.org/collab
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Those specialty ingredients reflect another innovation trend:  experimenting with culinary ingredients 
in the brewing process. As with the resulting Guild collaborations—a citrusy, slightly saline saison and 
a roasty chicory coffee porter—the results are a rainbow of flavors that craft beer’s California cousin, 
wine, can’t come close to.   [See SF Beer Week Snapshot: Beer & Food.]

Just as brewers are innovating locally, much of the overall modern brewing community shares these 
passions for experimentation and collaboration. Even in the face of growing competition, brewers continue 
to cooperate and brew together. And their combined creativity is off the charts! From recent years:

Marin Brewing Co.’s Arne Johnson teamed up with Cosimo Sorrentino of San Diego’s Monkey Paw 
Brewing Co. to create a Squid Ink Gose, a tart beer infused with actual squid ink so that it looked like 
a roasty stout while tasting entirely different—tart and refreshing, evoking umami and lemon. 

Tree Beer, an IPA collaboration between Drakes Brewing Co. and Faction Brewing Co., featured 
freshly harvested fir branches tossed into the fermenter to impart a Christmas tree aroma. 

ThirstyBear Organic Brewery brewed a collaboration beer based on a home recipe from Regan 
Long and Sarah Fenson’s brewery-in-planning, since launched as SF’s Local Brewing Co. 

Last SF Beer Week, two new SF breweries—Old Bus Tavern and Harmonic Brewing Co.—joined 
forces to make a well-received rye lager as a way to introduce themselves to the scene. 

Woods Beer Co. has partnered with a local SF food shop to design a salted caramel beer that dryly 
reflects the flavors of the wildly popular BiRite ice cream, served along side its inspiration, of course.

As you see, collaborations can reach beyond brewer-to-brewer and encompass projects between 
brewers and bakers, chefs, elite beer retailers and talented home brewers. 

The collaborative 
spirit of Beer 
Week means an 
unorthodox brew 
may never be 
repeated, even 
with skyrocketing 
demand. It’s just 
as likely, though, a 
release debuting 
during SF Beer Week 
sparks a trend. So 
stay tuned to learn 
what the City’s 
brewers and other 
collaborators dream 
up for 2017, and you 
may just taste the 
seed of an enduring 
new style. 

A group of San Francisco Brewers Guild brewers pose during their 
collaboration brew day. For SF Beer Week 2016, Team SoMA produced 
100 Vara, a coffee chicory porter.
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